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Abstract 
We continue [21] and study partition numbers of partial orderings which are related to 
.Y(w)/jin. In particular, we investigate Pf, be the suborder of (Y(w)/jn)” containing only fil- 
tered elements, the Mathias partial order fU, and (w), (w)~ the lattice of (infinite) partitions of 
01, respectively. We show that Solomon’s inequality holds for LQ and that it consistently fails 
for &. We show that the partition number of (w) is C. We also show that consistently the 
distributivity number of (w)~ is smaller than the distributivity number of Y(o)/f;n. We also 
investigate partitions of a Polish space into closed sets. We show that such a partition either 
is countable or has size at least b, where b is the dominating number. We also show that the 
existence of a dominating family of size Nr does not imply that a Polish space can be partitioned 
into NI many closed sets. 
AMS classt$cation: 03E05; 03E35; 06A07; 54H05 
Keywords: Partition; Distributivity numbers; Polish space; (Dual) cardinal; invariants; 
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0. Introduction and terminology 
Using the terminology for Boolean algebras, by a partition of a partial order (P, d ) 
we understand a maximal family AZZ C P of pairwise incompatible elements, i.e., for 
distinct p,q E d no member of P is below p and q. In this case we write p i q. 
If p and q are compatible, i.e. there is REP with r< p,q, we write p11q. The set of 
elements of AZZ which are compatible with p will be denoted by d/p. If P is given 
as a definition rather than a set, a partition & of P need not be absolute, e.g., it can 
be killed by some forcing which preserves cardinals. Typically, this is the case if .d 
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is large enough, say infinite or uncountable. Then the partition number of P, denoted 
by a(P), is the least cardinal such that there is no absolute partition of that size. In 
[21], a(n) was defined as the minimal size of an infinite partition of (g(o)/jin)“, 
and, since (Y(w)/$n)” has absolute partitions which are countably infinite, a(o) was 
defined as the minimal size of an uncountable partition of (9(o)/jin)“. In [21] it was 
proved that a(N) > b holds for all 1 <N < o, thus generalizing Solomon’s inequality 
b < a (see [20] or [8, 3.1 (a)]). Here b is the minimal size of an unbounded family in 
(wo, < *), where d * is eventual dominance, and a = a(I). It is well-known that b is 
not absolute. The dominating number b is defined as the minimal size of a cofinal set 
in (Oo, Q *). Clearly b < b. 
Here we continue the investigation of partition numbers of partial orders related 
to S(o)/+ Let Pf g (Y(o)/Jn)” be the subordering of filtered elements, and let 
P, C (Y(o)/“n)” be the subordering of elements which are chains. This means, p E Pf, 
P, if and only if p : o --+ S(o)/$n\{O} an d run(p) generates a filter, p is a descending 
chain on P(w)/$n, respectively. The order is coordinatewise. By Y(o)/$n we will 
always mean 9(o)/jn\{O} in the sequel, and we confuse elements of g(w)/jin with 
their representatives in [o]~. It is rather easy to see that Pf and P, have absolute 
countably infinite partitions (see Lemma 1.3 below). 
Hence, we define a(Pf), a(Pc) as the minimal size of an uncountable partition of 
Pf, P,, respectively. It is easy to see that a(Pf) = a(Pc) (see Corollary 1.5). This is the 
right definition according to our philosophy; for we will show that p <a(Pf). Here p 
is the minimal cardinality of a filter on 9’(w)/@ which does not have a lower bound. 
It is well-known that p is not absolute. We shall need an equivalent definition. Call 
a family 9 C [wlw trivially predense if the union of some finite subset of 9 almost 
contains o. Then p is the minimal cardinality of a family F C [o]~ which is predense 
in the order ([o]~, C*) but not trivially predense. A closely related cardinal invariant 
is the tower number t. A well-ordered descending chain in Y(o)/jin which does not 
have a lower bound is called a tower. Then t is defined as the minimal length of a 
tower. Clearly p d t, but the consistency of p < t is open. The number p is smaller or 
equal than most other cardinal invariants, whereas partition numbers tend to be large. It 
is therefore surprising that one can show that p is a sharp lower bound for a(Pf) in the 
sense that p =ol implies a(Pf) =ol, This result implies that consistently Solomon’s 
inequality fails for Pf. In [22] the consistency of p < a(Pf) with ZFC is proved. 
The proof of p<a(Pf) gives a rough classification of partitions of Pf into two 
classes. If a partition belongs to the first class it can be killed by adding a Cohen 
real. In other words, in this case the partition has size at least cov(.M), where 4 is 
the ideal of meagre subsets of the real line and cov(&Z) is the minimal number of 
meagre sets which are needed to cover R. It is well-known that p < cov(JZ) holds and 
that p < cov(Jai/) is consistent. The latter is true in the Cohen model. If the partition 
belongs to the second class our forcing which kills it also increases p. 
Let X be an uncountable Polish space. Let a(X) be the minimal size of an uncount- 
able partition of X into closed sets. By arguments from [16] one can show that a(X) 
does not depend on X, so call it a(cZ). Stern [23] has proved that cov(~&‘)<a(cZ). In 
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Section 2 we improve this by showing b< a(cl). It is well-known that cou(~%‘)db and 
that cou(A)< b is consistent. Stem [23] and independently Baumgartner and Kunen 
have shown that a(cl)< c is consistent. We also prove the consistency of b< a(cl) 
with ZFC, by proving that Miller’s forcing in [16] to kill a given partition of “2 into 
closed sets is We-bounding. This answers negatively a question of Miller who asked 
whether the existence of a dominating family of size Ni implies that a Polish space 
can be partitioned into Ni many closed sets. By combining the proof with well-known 
results we even obtain the consistency of cof(N)< a(cZ), where cof(_N) is the cofi- 
nality of the ideal .N of Lebesgue measure zero sets of reals. By results about Cichon’s 
diagram (see [l]), b <cof(.N) holds in ZFC and b < cof(Jlr) is consistent. 
In Section 3 we show that Solomon’s inequality holds for the Mathias partial order. 
In Section 4 we investigate partitions of w, i.e. partitions of the partial order (g(w)\ 
{a}, C). Denote the set of all such (infinite) partitions by (o), (w)@, respectively. The 
relation of coarsening is a partial order on (0). Krawczyk proved that the partition 
number of (o)O equals c. Halbeisen [9] and Krawczyk asked whether the same is true 
for the partition number of (0). We give a positive answer. Let hi) denote the 
distributivity number of (o)~, that is the minimal size of a family of partitions of (w)” 
which does not have a refinement. In [7] it was shown that h((w)“)<h, where h is 
the distributivity number of .p(w)/j n, and hence the question was raised of whether 
lag)< h is consistent. We give a positive answer by showing that this is true in 
the Mathias model 
1. The partition number of the filter suborder of (9(o)/$n)” 
Definition 1.1. (1) Let Pf be the subordering of (Y(~)/fin)~ containing only filtered 
elements, i.e., 
Pf = {p E (S(o)/jin)O : ran(p) generates a filter on Y(w)/jn}. 
(2) Let 
i.e., 
P, be the subordering of (s(o)/jiin)” containing only descending chains, 
P, = {P E (%o>/JinY : p is a descending chain in g(o)/@}. 
(3) For every p E Pf let j E P, be defined by p(n) = /jiGn p(i). 
(4) For A E .Y(o)/Jin, let CA E PC be defined by CA(~) =A for all IZ co. 
Lemma 1.2. (1) Suppose p, q E Pf and p and q are compatible. Then p and 4 are 
compatible. 
(2) Suppose that d is a partition of Pf, Then &-= { 13 : p E &} is a partition of 
Pi and of P,. 
(3) Suppose that d is a partition of P,. Then d is a partition of Pf. 
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Proof. For (l), let r E Pf be such that r < p, q. It is easily seen that r<i. Hence 
F<p,@. 
For (2), since j5 < p for p E Pf and P, C Pf, it is clear that 2 is pairwise incompat- 
ible. Let p E Pf. By assumption there exists q E ~4 such that p and q are compatible. 
By the first part of the Lemma, p and 4 are compatible. But 4 E 2. We conclude that 
2 is a partition of Pf and hence also of P,. 
(3) is clear. 0 
Lemma 1.3. The orderings Pf and P, have partitions of size No. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.2(3) it is enough to construct a countable partition of P,. Let 
(A,, : n E o) be a partition of w such that each A,, is infinite. For n E o let p,, = CA,. 
Let pw E PC be defined by p&n) = o\U{Ai : i < n}. It is straightforward to check that 
{ pn : n < w} is a partition of PC. Cl 
Definition 1.4. Define a(Pf),a(P,) to be the minimal size of an uncountable partition 
of Pf, PC, respectively. 
Corollary 1.5. a(Pf ) = a(Pc). 
Proof. Follows immediately from Lemma 1.2(2) and (3). 0 
We will now show that it is consistent that a(Pf) is much smaller than a(~), the 
partition number of (Y(o)/jin)“. This will follow from the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.6. Zf p = wl, then a(Pf) = 01. 
Proof. Rothberger proved that p =01 implies t= 01 (see [17] or [S]). So let (A,:a< 
wl) be a tower. We may assume that o\Ao and A,\A,+l are infinite for all a < 01. 
We will define (px : a < WI), a partition of Pf, by induction. Let po = C,\,,. For 
n<o, n>l let pn=CA,_,\~,. 
Suppose now that y < cc)1 is a limit and (pa : CI < y) has been defined. Choose an 
increasing sequence (a, :n<w) with limit y. Define py by letting p,(n) =&,\A? for 
all n E o, and let P,,+~ = CAi+n_,\~;+, for all n E w\l. 
We claim that (pa : tl < WI ) is a partition of Pf. First let us check incompatibility. 
Let IX < /I <oi. If p is a limit, then pB(n) C Aa+1 for almost all n, but pm(n) I- A, = 0 
for all n. Since A a+l c* A,, we conclude that p1 and pp are incompatible. 
If j? is a successor, then pp d CAM_, , but px I C,Q_, . 
In order to prove maximality, note that it is enough to prove that every constant mem- 
ber of Pf is compatible with some pa. Let A E [o]~ be arbitrary. Since (Aa : c1-c 01) 
is a tower we may choose y < 01 minimal such that A g* A,, i.e., A\A, is infinite. 
If y is a limit, then CA and ps are compatible, since A\A, C* A, for all n < o, 
where (a, : n < o) is as chosen in the definition of pr. Hence CA,,:, d CA, p?. 
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If y is a successor, then CA and p7 are compatible, since A\A, C* A,_,\A,, and 
hence CA\, d CA,~,.. 
Finally, if 7 = 0 then clearly CA\.& d CA,pO. C 
Corollary 1.7. It is consistent with ZFC, relative to the consistency of ZFC itself; 
that a(Pf) < b. 
Proof. Let V be a model for ZFC + CH. In V let K >oi be a regular cardinal and 
let (P,, Qp : x<lc,p<lc) be a finite support iteration of Hechler forcing, i.e., the nat- 
ural c.c.K forcing to add a dominating function (see [3] for its definition). Let G be 
P,-generic over V. In [3] it was shown that V[G] satisfies p = 01. But b = K holds in 
V[G] by standard arguments from [2]. ;3 
Corollary 1.8. Zf ZFC is consistent, then so is ZFC + a(Pf)<a(w). 
Proof. By [21, Theorem 2.21, b d a(o) holds. Hence the model for Corollary 1.7 can be 
used. 0 
Next we will show that p<a(Pf) holds. By Bell’s Theorem (see [4]) this is essen- 
tially the same as proving that Martin’s axiom for o-centered posets implies a(Pf) = c. 
Surprisingly, as in the case of a(o), there does not seem to exist a trivial proof of 
this. As for a(o) our proof gives a rough classification of partitions of Pf, so that 
according to which class a partition belongs one needs a different forcing to kill it. 
The first class is handled by the following lemma. 
Lemma 1.9. Let d be an uncountable partition of P,. Suppose that for every A E 
Y(w)/@z, if d IC, is uncountable, then there exists p E d ~CA such that 
~52 rCwdn)\dn+l )) is uncountable for infinitely many n < w. Then d has size at 
least cov(&). 
Proof. To simplify our notation, we will often write A instead of CA. Fix a function 
~:LL)+w such that 
(i) g(n)<n for all nEw\{O}, 
(ii) g-’ {n} is infinite for all n <w. 
By induction we will construct sequences (pn : n E o), (qn : n E w) and (k,, : n E co) such 
that the following requirements are satisfied: 
(1) Pn E d and qn E P, and there exist infinitely many k such that &’ rqn(k)\q,(k + 1) 
is uncountable; 
(2) (k, : n < Q) is an increasing sequence of natural numbers such that pi(k,) n pj(kn) 
=* 0 for all distinct i,j<n, and moreover & rqs(n+l)(k,)\qy(,+l)(k,,+l) is uncount- 
able; 
(3) if n>O, then qn(i)= p,(i)n(qg(,,(k,_l)\q,(,,(k,-l + 1)) for all i>k,-1, and 
qn(i) =q.cl(n)(i) for all i< k,_t. 
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For the construction, for n = 0 choose po E & such that there exist infinitely many k 
such that d rpo(k)\po(k+ 1) is uncountable. This is possible by assumption on d. Let 
qo = po and choose ko such that ~2 rpo(ko)\po(ko + 1) is uncountable. Then (1) and 
(2) hold for 12 = 0. Now suppose we are at stage n >O. By induction hypothesis (2) we 
know that d rqs(n)(k,_l)\qs(n)(k,_l + 1) is uncountable. Define A = qs(n)(k,_l)\qs(n) 
(k,_l +l). By assumption on d we may find p,, E & IA such that d r (p,(k)\ pn(k+ 
1)) nA is uncountable for infinitely many k < w. Note that by induction hypothesis (2) 
and (3), pn # pi for all i<n. Indeed, by (3) we have that if g(n) >O, then 
gscn)(i) = pscn)(i) fl (gs+&o+l )\ ggz(n)(ks(n)-i + 1)) (*) 
for all i> k , e(n)_~, and thus, by (2), for every i>k,_l. Since P,,E& /A, by (2) we 
conclude that p,, # pi for all iEn\ {g(n)}. By (*) we have that AC ps+)(k,_l)\ 
pscn)(k,_l + 1). Hence we also have p,, # pgcn). Now suppose g(n)=O. Then 
A = po(k,_l)\ po(k,_l + 1). Hence pn # PO, and by (2) also pn # pi for all i E n\ (0). 
Now define qn so that (3) for it becomes true. Then clearly (1) holds, since (p,(k)\ 
p,(k + l))flA=qn(k)\qn(k + 1) for almost all k. 
Finally, we choose k, >k,_l such that (2) holds. If g(n + 1) =rr this is possible, 
since, as we just proved, qn satisfies (1 ), and all pi, i d n, are distinct, hence incom- 
patible and therefore for almost all k, pi(k) n pi(k) =* 8 whenever i, j < n are distinct. 
If g(n + 1) <n we apply induction hypothesis ( 1) for qycn+l ). It is now easy to check 
that (l)-(3) are satisfied for n. This finishes the construction. 
Let T = {qn r k : k, n E w}. It is immediate from the construction and property (ii) of 
g that (r, z) is a perfect tree, and that every branch of T belongs to P,. We endow the 
set of branches of T, denoted with [T], with the usual topology. This means that basic 
open sets are [t] := {x E [T] : t CX}, where t E T. Then the following claim suffices to 
finish the proof of Lemma 1.9. 
Claim. Letting C, = {q E [T] : p is compatible with q}, C, is nowhere dense in [T], 
for every p E s2 
Proof of the Claim. Let pi d. First note that C, is closed. In fact, given q in 
the closure of C,, for every k there is q’ E C, with q’ t k + 1 = q 1 k + 1. Hence, 
p(k) nq(k) is infinite for every k, and so q E C,. Second, {q,, : n E w} is dense in [T] 
by construction. Hence, if C, were somewhere dense in [T], there exists t E T such 
that [t] c C,. Then C, contains infinitely many of the qn. Note that qn E C,, implies 
p,, E C,. Indeed, let r E PC such that r bp, q,,, and define r’ E P, as follows: 
r’(i)= 
{ 
r(i) if i>k,_l, 
qn(k,_l)nr(i) if i<k,_l. 
Then r’6r, and from (3) we conclude r’< p,,. Consequently, p is compatible with 
infinitely many of the p,,. Since the p,, are all distinct, this is a contradiction. q 
If the hypothesis of Lemma 1.9 fails, then the situation clears up, and a partition of 
Pf can be killed in a similar way as this is done with partitions of S(o)/$n. 
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Lemma 1.10. Let d be a partition of P,. Suppose that there exists A ~9’(o)/fin 
such that d 1 CA is uncountable, but for every p E .d 1 CA there exist only jinitely 
many n such that d 1 CA~(~(+,~(~+I)) is uncountable. Then d has size at least p. 
Proof. For p E .QZ fix np E o such that .d 1 CAn(p(nj\p(n+l)) is countable for all n>n,. 
Claim. d r CA~~(~,,) is countable. 
Proof of the Claim. Just note that {p} U U{d r C,4n(p(nj\p(n+l )): n >-np} induces a 
partition of CAFE. For, given B E 9(o)#n with C’, < CAnp(+), if B n p(n)\p(n + 1) 
is infinite for some n 3n, then C, is compatible with a member of & rCAn(p(nj\p(n+i )). 
Otherwise Bc*p(n) for all n, and hence C,<p. 0 
By the Claim it is clear that {p(np) : p E .d r CA} is not trivially predense on A. 
Indeed, if there were ~0,. . . , pn_l E .d r CA such that A C* Ui__ pi(np,), then every 
PEP, with p<CA is compatible with some CAnpZcn,, ). Hence & 1 CA = U,,, 
.d 1 CA”~,(~,, 1 is countable, a contradiction. 
Hence, if IdI <p, by using the dual definition of p mentioned in the introduction we 
canfindBE~(o)/JinwithBdAsuchthatBnp(n,)=*Q)forallpEdtC~.Butthen 
no member of G! is compatible with C,. This contradicts the maximality of d. CI1 
Putting together Lemmas 1.9 and 1.10 we obtain the following: 
Theorem 1.11. a(Pf) 3 p. 
Questions. Is a(Pf) = p true? l 
2. Partitioning a Polish space into closed sets 
Is t <a(Pf) true? 
Definition 2.1. Let X be an uncountable Polish space. Define a(X) as the minimal 
size of an uncountable partition of X into closed sets. 
The following lemma is essentially [16, Theorem 31. Therefore we only sketch the 
proof. 
Lemma 2.2. For any uncountable Polish spaces X, Y we have a(X) = a( Y ). 
Proof. Since every Polish space is the continuous image of Ow we have a(X) 3 a(“‘o). 
Let us show a(Wo) 3 a(W2). Let V = {‘?ZX : CI <K} be a partition of “0 into closed sets, 
where K 3 wi . Build P C Oo compact and perfect so that for some countable gc’?Z, U ‘3 
is dense in P but every C E g is nowhere dense in P. By the Baire Category Theorem 
’ This is answered negatively in [22] 
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it follows that V induces an uncountable partition of P. Since P is homeomorphic 
O2, we conclude a(“w) 3 ~(~2). 
Next we show that a(O2) 3 a([O, I]). Let (C, : ct < K) be an uncountable partition 
to 
of 
O2 into closed sets. We may assume that every C, contains at most one real which is 
eventually constant. Define F : w2 + [0, l] by 
and let D, = F[C,]. Since for x# y, F(x) = F(y) implies that x and y are finally 
constant, we conclude that for every a there is at most one p # a with D, n Dp # 0. 
By glueing any two such D,, Dp, we obtain a partition of [O,l] into closed sets which 
has size K. 
Finally let X be arbitrary. Embed X into [0, Ilo (see [l 1, Theorem 4.141). If some 
projection of X contains an interval, then by pulling back a partition of that interval we 
obtain a(X) < a([O, 11); hence a(X) = a(ww) by what we have shown above. Otherwise 
X is zero-dimensional. Thus either X contains a clopen set homeomorphic to w2 or 
X is homeomorphic to ww (see [ 11, Theorem 7.8]), and we obtain a(X) = a(@2) or 
a(X)<a(“o), accordingly. But above we have shown a(ww) = a(W2). Again we get 
a(X) = a(Wo). q 
Definition 2.3. Let a(&) denote a(X) where X is any uncountable Polish space. 
Lemma 2.4. Let C be a countable set and let (a, : a < K) be such that a, E [Cl” and 
Ic301. 
(1) For only countably many a <IC can there be F, E [aJcw such that {p < K: 
F,sap} is countable. 
(2) There exists Y E [K]O such that Va E Y ‘dF E [aol]<“3”P E Y(F c aa). 
Proof. We leave the proof of (2) to the reader, as it easily follows from (1). Sup- 
pose (1) were false, hence there exists X E [K]~I, and for every a EX there exists 
F, E ia,1 iw such that there are only countably many /j’ < K with F, 2 ap. It is easy to 
construct an increasing sequence (a,, : v -co1 ) of ordinals in X such that Fa, g a,, for 
all v < 01 and p <v. But then the F,, are pairwise distinct, which is impossible. q 
Theorem 2.5. a(cl) 3 b. 
Proof. Let (CM : a< K) be an uncountable partition of @2 into nonempty closed sets. 
Choose trees pG( c c;w2 such that C, = [p,]. By Lemma 2.4 we get A E [K]” such 
that Va E AVG E p,?‘P E A(o E pp). Note that then every pa, a E A, is nowhere dense. 
By renumbering we arrange that A = w. 
For a~‘~2 and i<o let j(a,i) be the least j>i, j<w, with a~pj, if there is 
such j. For every a E K\ w we define fn E Ow together with (AZ : n < w) as follows: Let 
f@(O) = max{ 1g1: (r E po n pn}, and let A; = { j(o,O) : o E po fl pz}. Then A: is finite. 
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Suppose we have defined f?(n) and finite set A: C co\ (n + 1). Let 
.f,(n+ l)-max lol:aE U p2np, 
1 iEA,: 
AZ+, ={~(cJ, i) : i E A: A g E pi n pl}. 
Note that A,Z+, is finite. 
Claim. (fx : tr) < cy < K) is dominating. 
Proof. Let y E “o. Define x E “2 as follows. Define (rrn : n < co) and (i, : n < co) and 
then let x = lJ{a, : n <co}. Let CJO be the lexicographically least member of pa n U(O)2 
and let io = 0. Suppose we have gotten on and i, such that (T,, E pi,,. Let i,+l = j(u,. i,). 
Choose (T,+I E pI,_, lexicographically least such that on C cr,,+i, g,,+l $ pI,, and lo,_ I 13 
g(n + 1). This finishes the definition of x. 
Choose x < K such that x E C,. Note that a 6 o, since a, $?! lJ<;, pj for all n <co. 
By induction we show that f(n)>g(n). Since 00 E pan pa and (~~01 -g(O) we 
have that fn(0)>g(O) by definition of YE(O). We have iI =j(aa,O) and hence ii EAT. 
Suppose we have shown that f%(n) >g(n) and i,+i E A:. By construction we have 
rrT,+i E pi,,,, n px and Ion+1 3g(n + 1). By definition we conclude fE(n + l)> jonAl 13 
g(n+ 1). 11 
Remark. (a) Miller has found a topological proof of Theorem 2.5. 
(b) The main theorem of [16] is the consistency of max{cotl(.&)), b} <a(cl). This 
is a corollary of Theorem 2.5 and the well-known fact that in a model obtained by 
forcing with a countable-support iteration of length 02 of rational perfect set forcing 
over a model of CH we have cot(A) = b = WI and b = WZ. 
In the sequel we shall prove the consistency of b<a(cl) with ZFC. For this it will 
be enough to prove the Miller’s forcing in [16] is ‘“o-bounding, i.e. every function in 
“UJ in the extension is bounded by some function in the ground model. 
Definition 2.6. Given V = (C, : c( < K) an uncountable partition of “2 into closed sets, 
let Q(V) be the set of perfect trees p on -:“‘2 such that no C, is somewhere dense in 
[p]. The order of Q(e) is inclusion. 
It is clear that forcing Q(V) adds a real which does not belong to U %. Miller [ 161 
has shown that Q(w) has the Luuer property, i.e. given x a name for a member of ‘“‘01 
with the property that for some p E Q(g) and h E “u in the ground model we have 
p I1V’n(x(n)< h(n)), there is q< p, q E Q(V), and H : 04 [co]‘“’ in the ground model 
such that IH( <n-t 1 and q lb V+(n) E H(n)). Below we shall show that Q(V) even 
has the Sacks property, i.e. the conclusion above holds for every 5, a Q(w)-name for a 
real. By Miller’s result, it certainly suffices to show that Q(V) is “o-bounding. Given 
tree p and (T E p, let p(a) be the subtree of those nodes of p which are comparable 
with (r. 
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Lemma 2.7. Forcing Q(g) is “o-bounding. 
Proof. Let g be a Q(V)-name for a member of mu, and let p E Q(W). First we con- 
struct q 6 p,-q E Q(g), and X = {x0 : CJ E tWco} such that 
(1) X is dense in [q]. 
(2) If i<j<w there is m<u such thatx,-i /m#xg /rn andx,-j rm=x6 fm. More- 
over, if p C 0 C r p # (T # z, then x, r m = xp r m and x,(m) # xp(m) implies that 
x, rm=x, rrn and x,(m)#xJm). Let m(oAi) be the unique m with x0-i 1 
m=xb /rn and x,-i(m)#x,(m). Let m(0)=0. 
(3) If X0-i lrngx, then q(xo*i 1 m) decides g t101 + 1, say as p(a^i). 
For the construction, let x0 be the lefimo<t branch of p. Let ~0 be such that 
x0 E CX,, and let po = p. Suppose that for some n < w we have gotten p,,,x,, LX,, with 
x, E C,< n [p,J, for every 0 E “w. Fix such cr. Let (mi : i CO) increasingly enumerate all 
m >m(a) such that x, r m A (1 -- x,,(m)) E pn. For every i choose pa d pn(x6 r mi * (1 - 
x,(mi))) such that [pa] fl Can = 0 and pi decides g /n + 1. Let pn+l = U{pi : i <CO, 
0 EnO}, let X,y-i be the leftmost branch of p$T and let x, Ai E CUc.a. Finally let 
q= f-l,<, p,,. Then {x,:a~ tW~} 2 [q], and since x, and x, ai belong to different 
C,‘s, it is clear that q E Q(W). It is easy to check that (l)-(3) hold. 
By a similar fusion argument as we just did, it is easy to see that for every r E Q(q) 
and A E [rclw there is r1 dr, r1 E Q(q), such that [rl] n C’, = 0, all x EA. In fact, in 
the above construction choose x0 E [p]\ UaEA C, (by Baire Category Theorem), and 
for CJ E “0, n >O, choose pt d p,(x, 1 mi- (1 - x6(mi))) such that [pi] n (Cat UC,“) 
= 8, where (a, : n <co) enumerates A, and then choose x,-i E [pf]\ UaEA C,. 
Hence we can find q1 dq, q1 E Q(%‘), such that [ql] nx = 0. Let 
T={0}U{0*i:x,-i rm(a*i)+ l~qi}. 
Note that T is a finitely branching tree, and that {x, 1 m(r) + 1 : z E T fY o} is a front 
of 41, for every 0 <n < o. Hence, if we define h E OIXJ by letting 
h(n)=max{p(a^i)(lo])+ l:cr*i~T~lol=n}, 
then by construction we have that q1 It-Vn(g(n)<h(n)). q 
Theorem 2.8. It is consistent, relative to the consistency of ZF, that cof (N) < a(cZ). 
Proof. Let V be a model of ZFC + GCH and let P be a countable support iteration of 
length 02 of forcings Q(W), where we make sure that for every partition of O2 into Ni 
closed sets 9? which occurs during the iteration, Q(W) is an interand. By a well-known 
result of Shelah [18], the Sacks property is preserved by countable support iterations. 
Hence, by Lemma 2.7 and Miller’s result that Q(V) has the Laver property, P has the 
Sacks property. By well-known arguments (see [l]) forcing with the Sacks property 
over a model of CH preserves cof (A’“) = 01. Hence in the extension of V by P we 
have cof(A”) = 01 and a(cZ) = 02. 0 
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Remark. The consistency of ZFC + a(cZ) <cof(N) was proved independently by 
Kunen and Stem (see [16]). A model for this is the random real model. 
3. The partition number of the Mathias partial order 
Here we show that Solomon’s inequality is true for the Mathias partial order. 
Definition 3.1. The Mathias partial order ikQ is defined as follows. Elements of RYU are 
pairs (s, a) E [w] Cm x [o]~ such that max(s) < min(a). The order on hi! is defined by 
letting (~,a)b(t,b) if tcsGtUb and acb. 
The partial order M was introduced in [ 151. Note that M has countably infinite 
partitions. For example, {({n},o\n + 1): n <co} is one. Hence, we define the partition 
number of M as follows. 
Definition 3.2. The partition number of M, denoted by a( Ml), is the minimal size of 
an uncountable partition of ~JQ. 
Theorem 3.3. a( MO> 2 b. 
Proof. Let ((u,, a,) : c( < K) be an uncountable partition of fU. Fix u such that for some 
uncountable X C IC we have u, = u for all c( EX. By Lemma 2.4 we find YE [Xl” with 
the property that for every c( E Y and FE [a,] <w there exist infinitely many p E Y such 
that F C ug. Let (a,. . n -c co) be the increasing enumeration of Y. 
Next, for each CI < rc define fa : Y --f o by letting 
.f?(bl)= o I max(u, n a,“) if la, n u,~ I<co, otherwise. 
If IC < b choose g : Y -+ o such that for all CL < IC we have g(a,) > fa(a,) for almost all 
n <w. Moreover, since the a,, REX, are almost disjoint, we may additionally assume 
that Uicn a,, fl a,” C g(a,), for all n < 0. 
Now define a = { lk : k E o} E [w]” and an increasing sequence (nk : k < o) by induc- 
tion such that for each k < o the following requirements are satisfied: 
(1) ~k-inL\d@n,)r 
(2) {li:i<k}Cu %lk . 
For the construction, for k = 0 let no = 0 and choose lo euao\ g(ao) arbitrarily. At stage 
k >O, by induction hypothesis (2) and the choice of Y, there exists nk >rzk-1 such that 
{ lk : i -=I k} 2 aa.,. Choose lk E uank \ g(tc,, ) arbitrarily. The following claim shows that 
our assumption IC< b is false. 
Claim. (~,a) is incompatible with (~,,a,) for every (x< K. 
Proof of the Claim. Fix a<~. We have three cases to consider. 
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Case 1: U, is a proper initial segment of u and u\u, G aor. In this case a, flap is 
finite for all PEX, hence in the definition of fr(an) the first case occurred for all n. 
It is therefore clear that ana, is finite. 
Case 2: u is a proper initial segment of u, and u,\u 2 a. Choose k such that 
u,\u c {Ii : i < k}. Then by property (2) of a, for every k’> k we have u,\u C a,,, 
and hence a,,, n a, must be finite. Therefore, in the definition of fa(aEp, ) the first case 
occurred for all k’> k, and so clearly a na, is finite. 
Case 3: u, =u. If a EY, then ana, is finite by the “moreover” requirement on g. 
If CI EX\Y, then a, n aor, is finite for all n <o, and hence in the definition of fa, the 
first case occurred always. Hence an a, is finite, as g>*fi. q 
Fact 3.4. a( M ) d a. 
Proof. Let & be an infinite maximal almost disjoint family on o, i.e. an infinite 
partition of P(~)/jn. Define a partition $9 of M as follows: 
g = {(s,a\(max(s) + 1)):sE [o]<” and a E &‘, and either s = 0 or max(s) @a}. 
First let us check that 9? is pairwise incompatible. Let p = (.s,a\(max(s) + 1)) and 
q = (t,b\(max(t) + 1)) be distinct members of %. They are certainly incompatible if 
a # b. So let us assume a = b but s # t. If neither s c t nor t c s holds, p, q are in- 
compatible. Without loss of generality we may therefore assume that s c t. But then 
max(t) $a and hence p and q are incompatible. Second, to check maximality let 
(s, a) E Ml be arbitrary. Choose bg d such that an b is infinite. If s C b, then (0, b) 
and (s,a) are compatible and (0, b)E?8. If s g b let t be the maximal initial segment 
of s with max(t) @b. Then (t, b) E 93 and (t, b) and (s, a) are compatible. 0 
Questions. (a) Is a( M ) = a true? 
(b) Let il denote Laver forcing (see [13]), and let a(U_) be the partition number of 
IL, that is, the minimal size of an uncountable partition of [L. Is b < a( [I) true? Is there 
any provable relation between a( m/o) and a@)? 
4. The partition and distributivity numbers of the lattice of partitions of III 
By (0) we denote the set of all partitions of w. Let (w)~ denote the set of all 
infinite partitions of o, and let (w)<~ denote the set of all finite partitions of o. 
If X, YE(~), we write X < Y if X is coarser than Y, that is, each piece of X is a 
union of pieces of Y. The set of all minimal members of pieces of X is denoted 
leaders(X). The natural order of leaders(X) induces an order of X. We write X < n Y 
for some 0 <n <o, if, from the nth piece on, every piece of X is a union of pieces of 
Y. We write X<*Y ifXdnY for some O<n<w. Finally, for n<w by Xrn we denote 
the partition of n induced by X. Then ((o), <) is a lattice, with least element 0= (o}, 
and greatest element 1 = {{n} : n -c co}. Given X, YE (0) and a, b E X, we say that a and 
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b are linked by Y, if there exist finitely many ao, . , a, EX and CO,. . , q-1 E Y such 
that a0 = a, a, = b, and ai n ci # 8 and c, n ai+l # 0 for all i <n. Note that there is one 
piece of X A Y containing a and b iff a and b are linked by Y. By Fr we denote the 
collection of all X E(U) such that all pieces of X are finite and almost all pieces of 
X are singletons. 
The familiar cardinal invariants can be naturally defined for (w). A partition of (0~) 
is a set ctic((w)\{O} such that any two members have meet 0, and ..& is maximal 
with this property. Let a((o)) be the minimal cardinality 32 of a partition of (a~). 
Accordingly, a partition of (o)~ is a set ad c (c(,)” such that any two members have 
meet in (o)‘“‘, and d is maximal like this. Then a((o)w) is the minimal cardinality 
22 of a partition of (o)~. In [14], Matet has shown that p<a((o)). The same proof 
gives p<a((co)“‘). Krawczyk (see [6]) has shown that a((w>U))= c. Halbeisen [9] and 
Krawczyk asked whether a((o)) = c. Below we give a positive answer. We also inves- 
tigate the distributivity number h((w)‘“) of (c~))(u. Given .d,?3 partitions of (a)‘“, we 
say that .d refines g if for every X E d there is Y E 3%’ such that X < * Y. Then h(( o)‘“) 
is defined as the minimal size of a family of partitions of (w)‘~ such that there is no 
partition refining all of them. It is easy to see that h((~)‘~) d h (see [7]), where h is the 
distributivity number of P(w) /fin. Halbeisen and others asked whether h( (0)“’ ) < l> is 
consistent. We show that this holds in the Mathias model. The proof is inspired by 
Brendle’s proofs to distinguish between covering coefficients of different tree ideals 
(see [5]). We shall prove almost every detail, because the referee asked for it. 
Theorem 4.1. a((o)) = c. 
Proof. Suppose .d were a partition of ((u) such that 2 < ],dl cc. Choose N 4 H( I.&/‘) 
such that .dU {&‘} C N and INI =(&I. 
First we assume that & n Fr # 8. Then clearly .r$ contains only one element of Fv, 
say X. Let a= {n: {n}~X},b=w\a. Then b is finite, and since I.&] 22 we have that 
lbl>,2. Note that for everyZE&\{X} and CEZ, cnbf0. Therefore IZldlbl. Choose 
x~[a]~\N, and let iE b. Define 
Clearly X A Y = 0 since the piece of X which contains i meets b\{ i}. Let Z E &\{X}. 
By the choice of x and since Z is finite, there must exist c EZ with c nx # 8 and 
c n (a\x) # 0. We conclude Y A Z = 0. We have shown that .d is not maximal, a con- 
tradiction. 
Second, we have the case that & contains no member of Fr. We may identify o 
with <“c~ and hence assume that every member of & is a partition of <“‘w. We claim 
that this identification can be done in such a way that for every XE.~ and y~“‘to 
there exist infinitely many IZ such that { y rn} $X. In order to see this, for Xt .Ce 
let ax = {n <CO: {n} EX}. By case assumption we have that every ax is coinfinite. 
Moreover, since no two partitions in .c4 have a piece in common, we have that the ax 
are pairwise disjoint, and hence ax # 0 for only countably many X. Let (X, : n <m) be 
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a list all X E d with ax # 0. Now we identify w with Cww in such a way that X, is 
identified with a subset of nf’ o. Then d will have the desired property. 
Fix x E Wo\N. Let a = {x ]n : n <co} and b = ‘wo\a. Note that every c E [<O~J]~ f? N 
has infinite intersection with b, as otherwise x is definable in N as the only infinite 
branch of the tree determined by c. Let (X, : n < co) list all members X of &’ such 
that X n [alCw has infinitely many members of size at least 2. Let (Z,, : n <co) list all 
infinite sets Zca such that {{o}:rr~Z}=Xfl{{x~n}:n<~} for some XE~. Note 
that by construction a\Z,, is infinite for every II. It is now easy to build {a, : n -co} 
an infinite partition of a such that 
(1) for every n, k, 1~ 0, X, links ak and al, 
(2) for every n, m < w, a,, nZ, and an\Zm are both infinite. 
Define 
Claim. X A Y = 0, fir all X E 2il. 
Proof of the Claim. Let X E& be arbitrary and let 9 =X n [a] Cw. We distinguish 
three cases. 
Case 1: F is finite. Let n < w be arbitrary. Since a, is infinite there exists c EX 
such that c n (a,\U 9) # 0. If c is finite we have c n b = 0 by definition of F. If c is 
infinite, c n b # 0 by the remark after the definition of b above. We conclude that any 
two pieces of Y are linked by X, and so X A Y = 0. 
Case 2: ZF has infinitely many members of size at least 2. Then X =X, for some n, 
and by construction any two pieces of Y are linked by X. 
Case 3: 9 is infinite and 9 C* [a]‘. Then Z,, = {x ]k: {x r/c} EX} for some n. Let 
w = a\U 9. By construction and the specific choice of the identification of w and ‘Ow 
above, w is infinite, and a,,, n w is infinite for all m < w. Moreover, for every CEX 
with cn w # 0 we have cn b f0. Let O<n<w. By the above remarks there exists 
c EX such that c n a, n w # 0. Hence, we have c n b # 0, and therefore X links a, and 
a0 U b. We conclude that X A Y = 0. 0 
Theorem 4.2. Suppose V + ZFC + GCH and (P,, Qj : cx d ~2, /I < 02) is a countable 
support iteration of Mathias forcing and G is P,,-generic over V. Then V[G] is a 
model for JJ((w)~) = 01 and lj = ~2. 
Proof. The fact that V[G] satisfies h = 02 is well-known. For a proof see [19]. To 
prove b((w)O) = 01 in V[G] we will make use of the following simple lemma. 
Lemma 4.3. Let {X, : n < w} 2 (w)\(O) and Yap. There exists ZEN such 
that Z < Y and for every n co, no piece of X,, is a union of pieces of Z. 
Proof of Lemma 4.3. Let (cn : n < w) list all subsets of w which occur as a piece of 
some X,. Inductively we construct partial partitions ( yn(i) : i <n), for every n < w, such 
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that yn(i) is the union of finitely many pieces of Y and (y,+,(i) : itn + 1) cannot be 
extended to a total partition of w such that c, is the union of some of its pieces, or 
equivalently, some yn+l(i) meets c, and its complement. Suppose we have constructed 
(yn(i) : i<n). 
First, if c, is not a union of pieces of Y let b be the first piece of Y which meets cn 
and its complement. If b is not contained in y,(i), i<n, let y,+l(i)=yn(i) for i<n, 
and yn+r(n) = b. Otherwise let y,+i(n) be the first piece of Y which has not yet been 
used. 
Second, if c, is a union of pieces of Y, let B = {b E Y : b C cn}. If B is infinite let 
bo EB, 61 E Y such that bo fl yn(i) = 0, i-=cn, and 61 gc,, hence bl nc,, = 0 by case 
assumption. The choice of bl is possible by assumption on the X,. If bl C: y,,(i) for 
some i<n let yn+l(i)=y,(i)Ubo,y,+l(j)=y,(j) forj<n, j#i, and let y,+,(n) be 
any piece of Y which has not yet been used. Otherwise let yn+r(i)= yn(i) for i<n, 
and y,+,(n) = bo U 61. Finally suppose that B is finite. If there is i <n such that y,,(i) 
contains a member of B, choose bE Y\B which has not yet been used and define 
y,,+~(i)=y~(i)Ub,y,+~(j)=y,(j) for j<,, j#i, and let y,+i(rz) be any piece of Y 
which has not yet been used. Otherwise, there exists bEB which has not yet been 
used. Let c E Y\B such that c has not yet been used. Set y,+l (i) = y,(i), i <n, and 
yn+,(n)=buc. G 
For the proof of Theorem 4.2 we shall construct recursively (&j: CY 602, ,5’<01) 
such that the following hold: 
(1) IrPz “~$7 is a partition of (o)~“, and, letting D_D = {X E (w)~ : 3Y E z$“(X < * Y )}, 
we have Ike,2 no,,, D-0 = 0. 
(2) 10 <CC1 =+ 11,, C<;“’ 5;‘. 
For cx <w2 choose {X_p : y <cq} such that It-, {X,; : ;‘<oi} =(a)\(O). Define ,&!<“= 
Ui<% cc;. 
We have to define (&!: b <WI) for r successor or cf(cc) = w. This will be done 
such that for every XE&~\&~<’ the following are satisfied: 
(i) IbP _I “no piece of <; is a union of pieces of &, for every y <p’. 
(ii) 11, “VYE(~)VCX’<~(Y<*X+ Y @ V[G,,])“. 
Let G, be Pm-generic over V and let (Y, : v < CI) be the corresponding sequence of 
Mathias reals. We work in V[G,]. Let &‘,j<’ =. tiBCa[Ga], X; =<;[G,]. If r = X’ + I 
let f = r,/. If cf(r) = w, let (a, : n <co) be cofinay in r, let f E"CO be increasing such 
that ,f‘ 3” Y,,, for all n <CIA Since a Mathias real is dominating, in both cases we have 
that if CJ E’“O is such that for some k <CO, for every ~-CO, g(n + k) > f (n), then 
9 @ U,l<, VGntl. 
Using Lemma 4.3, it is easy to extend &;” to &‘i a partition of (wyU such that 
if X E.&{\&,T” then no piece of X,1 is a union of pieces of X, for every y -C ,& and 
moreover, if x is the increasing enumeration of leaders(X), x(i) 2 ,f(i) for all i E (1)\(O). 
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Note that this implies Y $ U,, is( V[GL] whenever YE (o)O and Y d “X. In V we have 
a Pm-name d” for ~2; such that the above properties of &,$ are forced to hold for &‘. 
! ! 
This finishes the construction of (JZ?? : a d 02, /I < ~(31). 
Note that we only have to show lkc02 n,,,, D_p = 0. For this the following lemma 
will be crucial. 
Recall that for conditions (s, a), (t, b) of Mathias forcing and n <o the ordering 
(s, a) d,(t, b) is defined as follows: (s, a) 6 (t, b), s = t, and a and b have the same first 
II elements. For p, q E Paz, FE [WZ] <w and n < o the ordering p < F,~ q is defined by 
pbq, and for every a~F,pra II-, p(a) <.4(a). 
Define h,,F E mu by letting 
h, F(i) = $i+max{n, lFI)Y 
Lemma 4.4. Suppose p Ikp,, “&E(o)~“, n<O and FE [02\{0}]~~. There exists 
q GF~{o),~ P, and (Sf : 0~ [~l<~, i <hn,F( 1 al)) such that ST E(U) and for all 
9 : LoI iw-+o we have 
Proof of Lemma 4.4. Recall the following fact, which, except for a misprint, is 
[2, Lemma 9.51. 
Lemma 4.5. Suppose XE V is jinite and p lkp, a~x (where a<~2). For any jinite 
FCccandanyn<o,thereisqdF,,,pandyc:xsuchthat Jy1~2”.IFIandql~p~a~y. 
Combining Lemma 4.5 with a fusion argument we obtain the following, which is a 
straightforward generalization of [2, Lemma 9.61. 
Lemma 4.6. Suppose (xi : i <co) E V is a sequence of finite sets. If p kp, “Vi(_f(i) E 
xi)“, for any jinite F 2 LX and n < w there exist q d~,~p and a sequence (yi : i -CO) E V 
such that for all i, yi &xi and lyij d hn,F(i), and q It-p, k’(_f(i) E yi). 
We are ready to start with the proof of Lemma 4.4. Let r E [WI@ be Mathias-generic 
over V, containing p(0) in its associated generic filter, that is, if p(0) = (~,a) then 
s s r C s U a. We will confuse Y with its increasing enumeration in wo. In V[r], P,,/Go 
is equivalent to P,, defined in V[r], by [2, Section 51. Let xi be the set of all pat% 
tions of r(i). Hence xi is finite and (xi : i <co) E V[r]. Define a P,,/Go-name f for 
a function in n,,, xi by f(i) =$ ]r(i). Applying Lemma 4.6 in V[Y] we obtain 
q1 dF,,p ~[~,o.Q)[Y] and y=(yi:i<w) as there. We may certainly assume that yi 
is a set of h&i) partitions of r(i). As r was arbitrary, in V we can find &-names 
q1 and y= (Ji : i<o), such that p(0) forces the above properties of q1 and y to hold 
for 91 and ,r. 
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Let p(O) = (s, a), and let 1’ be the nth element of a. We may assume that s # 8. 
Claim 1. There exists (s, 6) 6, (.~,a) such that for every t E [b]<” there exists {Rs”[ : 
.F<hn,&Utl - l>>, a set of partitions oJ’max(su t), such that 
(sUt,b\maX{maX(t)-l- l,Z* + l})ItQo~~,~,~-l ={R;U’:j<hn,F(I~utl - 1)) 
Proof of Claim 1. This is a combination of a fusion argument and the pure decision 
property of Mathias forcing by which we mean the statement of Lemma 4.5 with a = 1, 
n = 0, F = { 0). Inductively we construct (bl : 1~ w) and (kl : 1-c o) such that 
(1) b0 =a, ko = 1*, bl+~ E [bll”, ,%+I =min(bJ+l), kl+l >k/, 
(2) for every nonempty u C_ a n kl + 1, (u, bl+, ) decides the value of ,vlui _, 
Suppose we have got bi and kl. By Lemma 4.5, we can shrink b12k’“’ times, thereby 
getting b/+1, such that (2) holds. For this, note that every nonempty u C kl+ 1 determines 
r 11~1, and hence (u, bl\(kl + 1)) forces that there are finitely many possibilities for 
_yi+i. So by the pure decision property, we can decide _~l+~ by only shrinking the 
second coordinate, and we list the elements as in the Claim. Finally let b = (a n 
(I” + 1)) U {kl : I <co}. This finishes the proof of Claim 1. ci 
Claim 2. There exist (s,c) <.(s,b) and (Sy”, : t E [c]<~, j<hn,~(l.sU tl)), such thut 
~9;“’ E (w) and for every t E [clCw and kEw there exists M <u such that Sj”’ 1 k = 
R:““‘{il tk for all iEc\m and j<h,,&Utl). 
Proof of Claim 2. The proof consists of the combination of a fusion and a compactness 
argument. We construct (cl:l<o), (kr:Z<w) and (SJs”:t~[b]<‘~, j<hn,F(IsUtl)), 
such that 
(1) CO = b, ko = I*, cl+1 E [cll”, kl+l = min(cr+l), k/+1 > h, 
(2) for every t C_ kl + 1 n b, for every k < w there exists m < o such that syul r k = 
R~utu’il rk for all iEcl\m and j<h,,&sutl). 
Suppoise we have got cl and kl. Fix t 2 b 9 kl + 1. Consider 
((Ksutu{‘l :j<h,&sUtl)):iEc~). (*) 
This is a subfamily of the set T of all hn,F( Is u tl)-tuples of partitions of i, for some 
i <w. The set T carries a natural tree structure, defined by coordinatewise extension 
of partitions, where a partition R of i extends a partition S of j iff j <i and R ] j = S. 
Clearly T is a finitely branching tree of height o, where the ith level, i > 0, is the set of 
all partitions of i - 1. Hence, by K&rig’s Lemma, the subtree generated by the family 
(*) has an infinite branch, i.e., there exist (,S;“, :j<h,,&Ut()) and c’E[cI]“, such 
that S!“‘E(~) and for every k<w there is m<o such that ,Si”’ rk=R~“‘““) tk 
for al; iEc’\m and j<hn,F(IsUtl). 
We continue shrinking c’, taking care of all t C b n kl + 1, and thus after finitely 
many steps obtain cl+1 E [cl]” as desired. 
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Finally let c = (bn I* + 1) U {$ : I co}. This finishes the proof of Claim 2. 0 
We continue with the proof of Lemma 4.4. Let q = (s,c) * 41. For rs not of the 
form sUt for some tE [c]<~, Sy can be defined arbitrarily. In- V, let g : [o]<~ --+ o 
and q’ <q be arbitrary. Let q’(0) = (s U t, c’). By a similar fusion argument as we al- 
ready gave twice (in the proofs of Claims 1 and 2), we construct c” E [c’\Z* + 11” 
such that for every u E [c”]<~, kEc”\(max(u) + 1) and j-~h~,~([~UtlJu() we have 
SS”~UU rg(sUt”u)=$“‘“U”{k} 1 g(s U t U u). So in particular, in this case we will 
h&e kBg(sUtUu). We claim that (sUt,c”)^q’ ][1,02)11p0,, 3”Uo3j<hn,~(Ifll)(zr 
g(o) = ST ] g(o)). For the proof, let r E ]w]~ be es-generic over V, containing (s U t, c”) 
in its associated generic filter. We claim that for every nonempty initial segment 0 of Y 
which extends SU t, in V[r] we have that q’ r [l,o~)[r] IMP+ 3j<&~(lol)($rg((~)= 
,Sy 1 g(o)). This will clearly suffice. So fix such o, and let k = min(r\a). By construc- 
tion of c” we have that kag(a) and R,““tk’ rg(~)=S’ Is(a), for all j<h,.(]a(). 
By Claim 1 we have that 
By construction, in V[r] we have 
Consequently, as (s U t, c”)p’ r [ 1,02) d q, in V[r] we have 
4’ 1 [l,w2)[r1 b,,/Go $1 g(0) E {R;“{k) rs(~>:~<h,F(l~l>~. 
Putting everything together we are done. This finishes the proof of Lemma 4.4. 0 
The following two lemmas will finish the proof of Theorem 4.2. The first one is 
[2, Lemma 7.3(a)]. 
Lemma 4.7. Suppose or<w2. If p lkpz “, E V”, F E [cx]<~ and n-cm, then there exist 
q <F,np and some countable x E V, such that q ltp, a_ E x. 
Lemma 4.8. Suppose p lb_, XE (w)~. There exist q < p and y co1 such that q ltpu, 
x+ 
Roof. Since new reals are only introduced at stages of the iteration of countable 
cofinality, we may assume that there is c( <02, cf (a) do, such that p ltpw, XE V[C&]\ 
UBea V[GJ]. Hence we may assume that $ is a P,-name. Note that by (ii), if for 
some p < 01, p ltp_, “z~ D-g”, then p 1 CI ltp% “z~ Dg”. We may therefore assume that 
PEPa. 
Recall from [2, p. 361 that ((p,,F*): ntw) is called a.fusion sequence if pa+1 <F,,~ 
p,,F, CFn+l for all n, and lJ,<,F, = U,,, supp(p,). Such sequence has an infimum. 
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Applying Lemmas 4.4 and 4.7 it is straightforward to construct a fusion sequence ((pn. 
F,) : n < co) in Pg such that 
(1) po < p, and there exists y* co1 such that po IF, &E {X; : p <)I*}, 
(2) for every j3 E supp(p,) there exist m >n and hereditarily countable Pp-names h,, 
and (SL i: CJ E [w]<~, j <ha(a)), such that 
pm 1 /r lk+ “hop : [o]‘~ + co, S;,E (co) and Vg : [w]<” ---f w : 
Pm IMa) bJ$j “3~a3i<h_(i(n)(XrQ(~)=S~jlQ(~))“”, -2 
(3) for every fl E supp(p,), all the (countably many) coordinates needed to evalu- 
ate hg and Si j belong to supp( p,), for some m > n; in particular, if b’ <b and 
[p’, fl) n supp(p,) = 0 for all m, then Si j is a Pg’-name, 
(4) for every b E supp(p,) there exist yb < 01 and m > n such that pm 1 /I 11~ “{St,,: 
0 E [oy, j<~~(~)}~{X_~:v<~,}IJ{o}“. 
Let q E P, be the infimum of ( pn : n <co), and let y = supp(y*, ye : p E supp(q)}. The 
following claim will finish the proof of Lemma 4.8. 
Proof of the Claim. Otherwise there exist r < q, /I < 02, 0 <YI <o and a P/j-name Y 
such that 
(*) r I%,, “Y E $” \.$;(‘and X<,, Y_“, and r decides the first n + 1 leaders of z, 
say as x0,. . ,xn. 
Case 1: p E supp(q). Choose Gg Pp-generic over V with Y / fi E Gg. Let St,, = Si,/ 
[Gp], hg = hp[Gp], Y = Y [Gg]. By (i) and (4), no piece of S!,j is a union of pieces 
of Y, for all CJ and j such that S!, j # 0. Define g : [co]<” -+ w\(x, + 1) such that for 
every i <hg(o), if ]S!,i 1 >n + 1 and a is the nth piece of S!,l, there exists b E Y such 
that bng(o)na#0 and bn(g(a)\a)#0. By (2) there exist r’br 1 [/3,w2), ci and 
j <hg(cr) such that r’ 11fi,,2jg,j “X t g(o) = S$ 1 g(a)“. Since g(o) >x, we know that 
IS!, 1 g(o)1 3 n + 1. By construction we have that r’ forces that the nth piece of X is 
not a union of pieces of Y. This contradicts (*). 
Case 2: a $ supp(q). In case fl > (x, by (ii) we have that it is forced that no Z < * Y 
belongs to V[G,]. We get a contradiction since $ is a P,-name. In the case fl= x 
we get a contradiction by (i) and (1). Hence we are left with the case p<cc. Choose 
c( > p’ > fl minimal with p’ E supp(q). Work in V[Gpf], where Gg’ is Ppr-generic over 
V, containing r 1 p’. Let S$ =S& [Gpt], hg, =_hgj[G/j,], Y = I’[Gg,]. By (3) we have 
that $1 E V[Gp], and hence by (4) and (ii) we conclude that whenever IS!‘, / 32, it 
is forced that no piece of S!_‘i is a union of pieces of Y. Using this we reach a 
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contradiction as in Case 1. In fact, in V[Gp] define g : [co]‘~ -+ o\x,, + 1, such that 
for every j <ha,(g), if IS!,:.) B n+ 1 and a is the nth piece of S!:j, then there exists b E Y 
such that b n g(a) n a # 0 and b n (g(o)\a) # 0. By (2) there exist Y’ Gr t [p’, a~), cr 
and j<hi(o) such that r’ I~~Q,G~, “g t g(a) = S$ t g(0)“. Since g(a) >x, we know 
that IS!,> [ g(a)1 3n + 1. By construction we have that r’ forces that the nth piece of 
X is not a union of pieces of Y. This contradicts (*). 0 
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